Do You Write Poetry?
ENTER TO WIN

The WLT Poetry Contest
The Student Advisory Board and editors of World Literature Today,
OU’s award-winning magazine of international literature and culture, are sponsoring a poetry
contest in conjunction with the upcoming visit of Gerald Stern and Anne Marie Macari.
On November 16, the three winners will read their poems in front of
Stern, Macari, and a public audience.

how to enter
•

Open to currently enrolled OU students pursuing any major,
graduate or undergraduate

•

Must be able to attend the public reading on November 16,
3-5pm, in Old Science Hall

•

Ask your professor for the PDF packet of poems by Stern and
Macari.

•

Write up to five poems inspired by their work – imagery, use of

deadline
5pm
November 9, 2012
p
•
•
•

rizes
1st place – $200
2nd place – $100
3rd place – $50

language, theme, voice, etc.
•

Type your poems in a Word document, one poem per page; be
sure to include your name, phone number, and email address.

•

By November 9, send your submission via email attachment
to Kayley Gillespie, vice president of the WLT Student Advisory
Board: Kayley.M.Gillespie-1@ou.edu.

A committee of students, in consultation with WLT ‘s editor in chief,
will select a shortlist of finalists, and the winners will be chosen by
Mr. Stern and Ms. Macari. Winners will be notified by November 12.
Questions?
Daniel Simon, Editor in Chief
World Literature Today
325-0317 | Monnet 102
www.worldliteraturetoday.com

public reading
3-5pm
November 16, 2012
Lab Theatre
Old Science Hall 200

The	
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About the Authors

Gerald Stern
Gerald Stern was born in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 1925. His
recent books of poetry include Early Collected Poems: 1965–1992 (W.
W. Norton, 2010), Save the Last Dance: Poems (2008); Everything Is
Burning (2005); American Sonnets (2002); Last Blue: Poems (2000);
This Time: New and Selected Poems (1998), which won the National
Book Award; Odd Mercy (1995); and Bread Without Sugar (1992),
winner of the Paterson Poetry Prize.
His other books include Leaving Another Kingdom: Selected
Poems (1990); Two Long Poems (1990); Lovesick (1987); Paradise
Poems (1984); The Red Coal (1981), which received the Melville
Caine Award from the Poetry Society of America; Lucky Life, the
1977 Lamont Poetry Selection of the Academy of American Poets,
which was nominated for a National Book Critics Circle Award; and
Rejoicings (1973).
About his work, the poet Toi Derricotte has said, “Gerald
Stern has made an immense contribution to American poetry. His
poems are not only great poems, memorable ones, but ones that get
into your heart and stay there. Their lyrical ecstasies take you up for
that moment so that your vision is changed, you are changed. The
voice is intimate, someone unafraid to be imperfect. Stern’s poems
sing in praise of the natural world, and in outrage of whatever is
antihuman.”
His honors include the Paris Review’s Bernard F. Conners
Award, the Bess Hokin Award from Poetry, the Ruth Lilly Prize,
four National Endowment for the Arts grants, the Pennsylvania
Governor’s Award for Excellence in the Arts, the Jerome J. Shestack
Poetry Prize from American Poetry Review, and fellowships from the

Academy of American Poets, the Guggenheim Foundation, and the
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. In 2005 Stern was selected to
receive the Wallace Stevens Award for mastery in the art of poetry.
Stern was elected a Chancellor of the Academy of American
Poets in 2006. For many years a teacher at the University of Iowa
Writers’ Workshop, Stern now lives in Lambertville, New Jersey.
(www.poets.org)

Anne Marie Macari
Anne Marie Macari was educated at Oberlin College (BA, 1977)
and Sarah Lawrence College (MFA, 1999). Her most recent book of
poems, She Heads Into the Wilderness (Autumn House, 2008) was
preceded by Gloryland (Alice James, 2005) and Ivory Cradle, which
won the 2000 APR/Honickman first book prize. She is also the
recipient of the James Dickey Award for poetry from Five Points
magazine. Macari’s poetry and essays have been published in many
magazines and anthologies, including the Iowa Review, TriQuarterly,
American Poetry Review, and Field, and she has coedited with Carey
Salerno the forthcoming anthology, Lit from Inside: Forty Years of
Poetry from Alice James Books.
Macari founded, directed, and taught in the Drew University MFA
Program in Poetry and Poetry in Translation from 2008 to 2012.
She has been a member of the cooperative board of Alice James
Books for over eight years (two years as president of the board), and
she started an initiative at YouthBuild in Trenton, New Jersey, to
bring poetry and poets to the underserved community.

XXVI (In the Beginning Was the Animal)
Anne Marie Macari

In the beginning was the animal
of space licking earth to life, the night sky
lit with great herds of stars, and the paths of planets
growing radiant rubbing each other.
Heaven’s thrust and caress upon us,
green and fertile in the cracks, poultice of dust,
spore, pollen and ash. Creation’s luminous
mouth. In the beginning all that was made
was good because it was made, and what was
made and not-made knew each other, and it
was good. The stars in unending intercourse.
Heaven an amnio sac, the slopping
salty center, from there all the swimmers
breast stroking, diving, all night long, toward earth.

from She Heads into the Wilderness, 2008

Demystification
Gerald Stern

I believe firmly in demystification. With true demystification it is not

On all his hikes,

even necessary to have anarchy. Furthermore, true demystification

every town he strikes,

does away with hierarchy. Demystification also leads to natural

girls discover him

aristocracy. In fact, in demystification no one takes his hat off to

and just smother him

anyone, unless it be in true appreciation of a poem or a song or a

with things he likes –

speech, or a field of flowers or a plate of spaghetti. It’s not that
spaghetti or a painting of Caravaggio’s are the same or that there is

(slow) But when the colonel passes by,

the same mystery or creation in the two—it’s just that one is not

the girlies act so shy,

holier than the other, a colonel is not holier than a private, a pope is

he holds his head so high

not holier than a parish priest, for we are all vicars. The shammes

with dignity,

(the sexton) is one of the community of ten (the minyan), a

soooo

nobody—like the rest—for the rest are also nobodies. (Dentist to
lawyer, pointing to shammes: look who’s being a “nobody.”) And it’s

Would you rather be a colonel with an eagle on your

beautiful that women can now be nobodies.

shoulder
or a private with a chicken on your knee?
– World War I song

Oh, I’d rather be a private
than a colonel in the army.

It’s hard to explain it in prose and make it convincing or

A private has more fun

even understandable. I want to say that all great art is antihierarchical

when his day’s work is done.
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but I’m not sure. Certainly the more realistic the details and the

they did; the eagerness, the liveliness, the holiness, caught by those

more painful the suffering, the more the myth was, is, believable.

amazing hands, and minds. We have probably lost it forever.
I’m going crazy now over the Gilgamesh epic. I’m reading

One almost believes Adam and Eve were exiled when you walk into
the church of Santa Maria del Carmine and see the Masaccio. These

and rereading. There are huge tablets on my walls. My backyard is

are two humans, more earthy than ever before, mourning

covered in indecipherable stones. I have a finger and I have a wand. I

inconsolably the life they lost and the unknown empty one that lies

am chanting in Sumerian. I stroke Humbaba’s poor head. He is

ahead. Critics refer to the technique of the artist, his craft, and where

weeping over his lost neck. I say the names of the gods. I suddenly

it might have come from and how it developed; but what about the

realize why Yahweh doesn’t want his secret name pronounced. It is

painter’s heart—and mind? Did one cause the other or the other the

too foreign, too long, too unpronounceable. Rappers call him “Yo.” I

one, or are they one and the same? We don’t care about the Jewish

call him God because I speak English now. But not God with the

Book of Origin, called Genesis, and we stop for a minute the

middle letter cast out. That’s for the rabbis in Princeton and West

argument between the priests and the anthropologists and

Oak Lane. They like mystification. Certainly there is obscurantism

archaeologists, who are standing themselves in wonder staring at the

and confusion in the Gilgamesh narrative. It could be because pieces

painting, tears coming down their own stricken faces, their hands

are missing or that the minds then were different than now, though I

covering their genitals, all mystification gone. One thinks of the cave

doubt it; and there’s plenty of talking to one or another of the gods,

art that Anne Marie is writing about, the animals—those horses and

and concealment and magic and secret power, not to mention

deer—so perfectly reimagined, so amazingly crafted, that anyone’s

oppression, privilege, and violence; but the core feeling, the heart of

breath is caught short. They are locked in mystery but are, at the

the epic, is grief, as it was in “The Expulsion” and as it will be in the

same time, demystified. They are what they are and the wonder of it

epics to come, The Iliad, The Odyssey, The Aeneid, Job, Finnegans

is endless, but the animals, and the artists, neither inflict, cajole, nor

Wake. It is—in Gilgamesh—that grief, grief over the loss of a beloved

attribute. We can’t paint like that, Picasso is said to have said; that is,

companion and grief over the inevitability of death and grief at

we can’t imagine—perhaps we can’t experience—life like that, life as

human loss from stupidity and forgetfulness that comes to dominate,
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a grief that is unbearable, as it will be in Lear and, as in Lear, tied to

other fruits of the Holy Spirit, but solely by an opinion they hold,

an otherwise sensational, or flimsy, narrative. We are left with basic

namely because, as they all do, they rest their case simply on

human loneliness—nakedness—and nothing in the way of sophistry,

miracles, that is, on ignorance, which is the source of all wickedness.”

obscurity, or concealment works in the face of that. The president in

Spinoza also rejected claims to Jesus’s supernaturalism. “As to the

his oval office, G–d on his mountain, a movie star or millionaire

additional teaching of certain doctrines, that God took upon himself

dying—how could they compare? There’s nothing left but heresy and

human nature [in Christ], I have expressly indicated that I do not

ungodliness. In our literatures, Kafka—and Beckett. I think it’s in

understand what they say. Indeed, to tell the truth, they seem to me

Malone Dies that Beckett’s creature is in a kind of prison or hospital.

to speak no less absurdly than one who might tell me that a circle has

As I recall, he is visited twice a day, slop brought in and slop taken

taken on the nature of a square.” Unquestionably he was thinking of

out. He has a stub of a pencil, a bit of paper. And he asks questions,

his own excommunication in Amsterdam in 1656, “for not believing

ten, seven, I don’t remember. “Why am I here?” “What day is it?”

in angels, the immortality of the soul, and the divine inspiration of

The last one, no. 10 maybe, says “Number your answers.” That is not

the Torah; and other not-named abominable heresies practiced and

just desperation and clinging to something called “reason”—by his

taught by him; and for committing monstrous acts” (unnamed

fingertips—that is humanity, shit-smeared, hopeless, and mad

source). There was anathema and cursing and someone played with

humanity—in the face of all denial. Our work is about that. My

the lights—for mystification’s sake. As to his resort to “reason” and

work.

his “intellectual love of God,” he was, in his demystifying mode,
letting a thousand dogs loose, not housing them. I love using my

Baruch Spinoza was surrounded by “friends” who were
shocked that he didn’t believe in Jesus’s resurrection or Lazarus’s

college textbook History of Philosophy—after sixty-five years—in

awakening. His tongue was sharp and what he hated most were “the

Frank Thilly’s translation. I guess Spinoza believed that God is

shackled minds of zealots.” When they talked to him about miracles,

everything and everything is God, only he used the word God for

this is what he said: “This I believe is the reason why Christians are

convenience’ sake since there’s no other word for it. Certainly he

distinguished from other people not by faith, nor charity, nor the

didn’t believe God was a person or there was a person called God
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who, for example, punished or rewarded you according to your

attention. What excites me about him is not his devotion to reason

behavior or for behaving in a certain way, say leaning more to the left

(seventeenth century) or even his love of the spirit (nineteenth

or to the right. God had—God has—no consciousness, as humans

century), but his vision of interconnectedness, infinity, and unity,

understand that word. Prayer may be useful psychologically—it is—

which shows an anticipation of twentieth-century thought—in

but it is useless otherwise. It is surely useless, he might say,

physics and elsewhere—as well as an echo of the medieval mystics,

geometrically. In his letters, Spinoza rejects the identification of God

Jewish, Christian, and Muslim, a connection with Kabbalah, a

with nature, whatever he meant by nature, but he did say that God

reflection of the thinking of Maimonides as well as Averroes, and an

and the universe are one; and the Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy

amazing connection to—a parallel thinking with—the Vedas. He

emphasizes nature as being the same as “God” when it discusses

who would have fixed my watch with his enlarged eye so perfectly

Spinoza’s metaphysics and his theology. I could see how one could

attuned to his crystal mind, my watch that fell who knows when,

argue that Spinoza replaces one mystification with another, given his

dislodging the perfect innard and jarring the circular outer, so that it

unusual radical nouveau system, but he is not interested in using it or

wouldn’t stay and I had to bring it back to my jeweler who restored it

having it be used to force, or persuade, anyone to do or not do

for me and charged thirty-two dollars.
I believe human beings should pay very close attention to

anything. One may see a certain coldness or heartlessness in his
approach or even a naïveté in his trust of the intellect and his

each other. They should reach out beyond the family and help the

presumed expectation of its fairly widespread use, but that’s an

oppressed, the trapped, and the sick. They should insist on security

optimistic sin, or a sin of optimism, and anyhow it’s “determined” or,

for and from the larger society. They should pay attention to the

as the Presbyters say, predetermined, or as the modern philos say,

past, live with grief, make charity personal, teach without end, share

necessitarian. I am touched by his mode of living, an enviable

food, listen patiently to the young and honor their music, turn their

“attribute” of simplicity and dignity that almost looks like wisdom.

backs on corporations, advertising, and public lying, hate liars,

He ate only porridge, with a few dried grapes, twice a day, and

undermine bullies, love June 21, and, on that day, kiss every plant

probably would have slept on the floor if it didn’t cause too much

and tree they see. They should love two-lane highways, old cars and
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old songs. They should eat with relish, and study insects. They

endlessly, and be suspicious of Gertrude Stein—with the exception

should never stop raising children. They should fight for

of her war plays. They should love New York, know two foreign

schoolteachers, pay them, give them tenure, let them make the rules.

languages, practice both regret and remorse, love their own cities,

As Coca-Cola does. They should insist that no one be paid more

forgive but not forget, live in at least three countries, work in a gas

than ten times anyone else, no matter what or where. They should

station, lift boxes, eat pears, learn a trade, respect pitch pines, believe

make fun of war, flags, uniforms, weapons, pulpits, oval offices,

in the soul. They should stop throwing rubbish out the window, they

square ones, oblong ones, circular ones; and robes, and titles,

should sit on park benches, marry young, marry late, love seals, love

especially the titles of “Dr.” given to education degree holders in state

cows, talk to apes, weep for tigrons, cheer on the carp, encourage the

colleges who address each other as “Doctor.” They should respect all

salmon and the shad, and read twenty books a year. They should talk

dogs, love one breed intensely, eat fruit, eat root vegetables, read Lear

to their neighbors and eat herring and boiled potatoes.

night of December 17, 2009, 1 a.m.
From Stealing History (Trinity University Press, 2012)
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